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Modern Database Management (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
STUDY.MODERN DATABASE MANAGEMENT WITH THE LATEST COVERAGE!  

	Complete SQL Coverage! Now two full chapters on SQL (Chapters 7 and 8) provide a thorough introduction to SQL, plus advanced material with examples.
	Internet Database...
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Joomla! Templates (Joomla! Press)Addison Wesley, 2012

	Joomla! is one of the best known Open Source content management systems with many hundreds of thousands of applications in the most varied areas of use. It offers the best possible conditions for implementing a comprehensive and accessible Web presence. Thousands of extensions for almost any purpose are freely available. The developer and...
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WordPress Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Developing WordPress-powered websites is one of the standout trends in the modern web development world. The flexibility and power of the built-in features offered by WordPress has made developers turn their attentions to the possibility of using it as a web development framework. This book will act as a comprehensive resource for building...
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WebRTC BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Develop your very own media applications and services using WebRTC


	Overview

	
		Create interactive web applications using WebRTC
	
		Get introduced to advanced technologies such as WebSocket and Erlang
	
		Develop your own secure web applications and services with practical projects

...
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Seven Web Frameworks in Seven Weeks: Adventures in Better Web Apps (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	Whether you need a new tool or just inspiration, Seven Web Frameworks in Seven Weeks explores modern options, giving you a taste of each with ideas that will help you create better apps. You'll see frameworks that leverage modern programming languages, employ unique architectures, live client-side instead of server-side, or embrace...
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Ajax and REST Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2006
Ajax and REST Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach will serve all of your Ajax needs, by providing adaptable solutions for common tasks you'll want to implement on web sites using the next generation of Ajax and REST techniques. As a JavaScript developer, your time is precious, so you'll want to solve problems that present themselves in...
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How To Be a Graphic Designer Without Losing Your SoulPrinceton Press, 2005
Designers are quick to tell us about their sources of inspiration, but they are much less willing to reveal such critical matters as how to find work, how much they charge, and what to do when a client rejects three weeks of work and refuses to pay the bill. How to be a graphic designer without losing your soul addresses the concerns of...
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Beginning C# 2008: From Novice to Professional, Second EditionApress, 2008
This book is for anyone who wants to write good C# code—even if you have never programmed before. Writing good code can be a challenge—there are so many options, especially in a .NET language like C#. If you want to really get the best from a programming language, you need to know which features work best in which situations and...
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Pro JavaScript for Web AppsApress, 2012


	Client-side web app development has always been the poor cousin to server-side coding. This started

	because browsers and the devices they run on have been less capable than enterprise-class servers. To

	provide any kind of serious web app functionality, the server had to do all of the heavy lifting for the

	browsers, which was pretty...
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Windows 2000 API SuperBibleSams Publishing, 2000
Following in the tradition of the Win 95 and Win32 NT SuperBibles, this book is a comprehensive reference for all of the APIs needed by the Windows programmer.  It is arranged topically with related functions presented in the same chapter.  Using relevant examples that are complete and appropriate to the task at hand, the user will be able to...
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MVVM Survival Guide for Enterprise Architectures in Silverlight and WPFPackt Publishing, 2012


	Rich client development remains one of the most popular forms of application

	development, both from a user and a developer point of view. While nobody denies

	the importance of thin-client interface technologies such as HTML(5), it is clear

	that consumers and enterprises alike enjoy using applications that provide a rich,...
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REST API Design RulebookO'Reilly, 2011

	
		In today’s market, where rival web services compete for attention, a well-designed REST API is a must-have feature. This concise book presents a set of API design rules, drawn primarily from best practices that stick close to the Web’s REST architectural style. Along with rules for URI design and HTTP use, you’ll...
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